Structural hierarchy controls deformation behavior of collagen.
The structure of collagen, the most abundant protein in mammals, consists of a triple helix composed of three helical polypeptide chains. The deformation behavior of collagen is governed by molecular mechanisms that involve the interaction between different helical hierarchies found in collagen. Here, we report results of Steered Molecular Dynamics study of the full-length collagen molecule (~290 nm). The collagen molecule is extended at various pulling rates ranging from 0.00003/ps to 0.012/ps. These simulations reveal a new level of hierarchy exhibited by collagen: helicity of the triple chain. This level of hierarchy is apparent at the 290 nm length and cannot be observed in the 7-9 nm models often described to evaluate collagen mechanics. The deformation mechanisms in collagen are governed by all three levels of hierarchy, helicity of single chain (level-1), helical triple helix (level-2), and hereby described helicity of the triple chain (level-3). The mechanics resulting from the three levels is described by an interlocking gear analogy. In addition, remarkably, the full-length collagen does not show much unwinding of triple helix unlike that exhibited by short collagen models. Further, the full-length collagen does not show significant unwinding of the triple helix, unlike that exhibited by short collagen. Also reported is that the interchain hydrogen bond energy in the full-length collagen is significantly smaller than the overall interchain nonbonded interaction energies, suggesting that the nonbonded interactions have far more important role than hydrogen bonds in the mechanics of collagen. However, hydrogen bonding is essential for the triple helical conformation of the collagen. Hence, although mechanics of collagen is controlled by nonbonded interchain interaction energies, the confirmation of collagen is attributed to the interchain hydrogen bonding.